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Capital Letters & Full Stops LA 

Hint!
Capital letters are needed for:

the beginning of sentences

proper nouns: people, places, days of 
the week, months of the year

Full stops come at the end of statements. 

Insert the capital letters and full stops in the 
passages below by rewriting the sentences

Think carefully about how many sentences are 
in each passage.

1) hannah  wanted   to    play    in   the   park

2) our   house    is    on    seaford     road    

3) london  is   the   capital   of   england   

Challenge! There is more than one sentence in each of these. Can you find them? 

1) jane has brown hair jimmy has ginger hair
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2) i   like    football    my  brother   prefers    swimming   

3) Write a sentence of your own. 

It must include:

•  Three capital letters and one full stop. 
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Hint!
Capital letters are needed for:

the beginning of sentences

proper nouns: people, places, days of 
the week, months of the year

Full stops come at the end of statements. 

Insert the capital letters and full stops in the 
passages below by rewriting the sentences

Think carefully about how many sentences are 
in each passage.

1) hannah  wanted   to    play    in   the   park

2) our   house    is    on    seaford     road    

3) london  is   the   capital   of   england   

Challenge! There is more than one sentence in each of these. Can you find them? 

1) jane has brown hair jimmy has ginger hair

Hannah  wanted   to    play    in   the   park.

Our   house    is    on    Seaford     Road.    

London  is   the   capital   of   England. 

Jane has brown hair. Jimmy has ginger hair.

ANSWERS
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2) i   like    football    my  brother   prefers    swimming   

3) Write a sentence of your own. 

It must include:

•  Three capital letters and one full stop. 

I   like    football.    My  brother   prefers    swimming.   

I have two brothers called Tony and George. 


